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Be at Home in English 
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with translations 
by Oki Umetani 
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Look ;nto these全ointsりdistinction: 
1. It is psychologically souロq.
2. It goes directly to the heart of the 
language-Iearning problem. 
It stresses courtesy -and good man-
ners. 
It is conveniently arranged. 
It takes account of both the Ameri-
can and the English points of view. 
It is packed with idiomatic and na・
tural English. 
It points out common errors and 
solicisms. 
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One 01 the Most Talked-of-
Books in 1936 in the World. 
Ttil S()UTti SlA 
Á()VlNTU~l 
by Willard Priee 
With 50 Illustrations. 7きx51-"￥3.50 〒22sen. 
Sfnlle 01 the Press Comments 
Tilncs， New York :-He sets down what he saw and heard and learned in 
Micronesia， and he writes with objectivity， with the obvious determination to be 
fair， and with sustained good temper and good manners as well. 
A.sia Magazinc. N切 York:-Willard Price's SOUTH SEA AOVENTURE suc-
cessfully combines a delightful style， many fresh scenes imaginatively described， 
and a great dealof very valuable information on the islands of Micronesia， parti-
cularly in relation to Japan， who holds the mandate over fourteen hundred of 
them. The book has the close charm of personal adventure， for the author and 
his wife came out of thems巴lvesand shared in the life around them rather than 
merely observed it frωn their own background. 
Hcralll-Tribunc. N，制 York:-Read“South Sea Adventure" as escape 
litεrature， and you wil1 find delight therein; read it as a sophisticated travel 
book and there will be an ample education offered you; and you wil1 discover 
many a message that wil1 require deep and solemn thought. But， for whatever 
reason you may open it， you are guaranteed a grand and glorious evening. 
Buffalo Ti"Iscs. Buffalo， N. Y. :-Though entirely true，“South Sea Adven-
ture" has the glamor and excitement of the incredible. Mr. Price's faculty for 
seeing and describing the amusing side of the most desperate moment adds 
greatly to the delight of his narrative.-By Charlotte Becker. 
Orcgonian. Portland， Ore. :-Price has not only scooped the other barrier-
bou口dersas the only American journalist to enter this strange wor1d， but has 
made good writing of his observations. 
Star Eaglc. Newark， N. j. :-Here this American (Mr. Price) witnessed a 
life as remote from our own as that of the stone age， and his account of local 
finances， superstitions， class distinc生ionsand morality is as curious and amusing 
a tale of personal adventure as白eyear has yet brought forth. 
Ti"Ises. Los Angeles， Cal. :-For information on an acute situation and for 
some of the finest reading that has come our way in a long time， we unreservedly 
commend this book. lt is scrupulously fair， and it is not written by alarmists， 
even though its implications are alarming. 
Sa加 rdayBevicm 01 Litcraturc :-Mr. Price has deftly blended a 
tale of travel with a study of social and political significance. Mr. Price's book 
is as d巴lightfulin style as it is， apparently， clear in vision， and its fifty photo-
graphs are excellent. 
Chroniclc. San Francisco， Cal. :-This “South Sea Adventure" should find a 
wide and ready market. Partly for sheer entertainment and partly for the sake 
of being well informed on a subject of vital interest， every intelligent American 
should read what he has to say. 
Ti"Ises， Louisville， Ky. :-Living with natives who have had only th巴 slightest
contact with the white races， the Prices gleaned a store of such information as 
rarely finds its way into travel works these days. Yet it is tl:e political signifi-
cance of the Pacific to the rest of the world that gives real value to the book. 
Tribune. Oakland， Cal. :-A book of doubl巴 interestand many surprises， a 
South Sea journey which looks to past and future， a tale which is languorous 
and challenging. 
耳、'lI，cSpcctator. London :-He is an expert mingler of fact with personal 
anecdote， and tells what he saw and heard in the Japanese mandated islands of 
Micronesia brightly and not too learnedly. 
Birrningllarn Sunday Mcr四~ry:-Mr. WilI:司.rdPrice is a writer of 
such delightful skill， that 1 should like to quote him at length. 1 compromise by 
urging you to get hold of his book by whatever means. 
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Europe's Boom in Armaments: reduction or limitation of armaments, and for this purpose helps to foment war scares 
and international hostilities. A second con-
sideration is that in time of emergency, 
either in peace, as at present, or in war, 
when there is a sudden extra demand for 
Sales skyrocket as the nations prepare 
By LORD STRABOLGI 
The armaments J;>oom goes on in Europe. 
The leading international armament-mak-
ing firms-Vickers·Armstrong in Britain, 
Schneider-Creusot in France, Krupp in 
Germany, Skoda in Czechoslovakia, An-
saldo in Italy-are all doing well. They 
are supplying their own governments, and 
any spare capacity of production is occupi 
ed in providing munitions at good prices 
to such countries as Portugal, Rumania, 
Yugoslavia, Switzerland, and the Scandina-
vian states, which have no armament·· 
making industry of their own. 
There has been great speculation on the 
London Stock Exchange in the shares of 
all companies concerned in warship con-
struction and in t he manufacture of aero-
planes and engines, armor plate and can· 
non. During 1936 the capital value of 
what are described as armament shares 
increased by $190,000,000. With all this 
has come a rising agitation for Government 
control, or e.ven nationalization, of the 
armaments industry. 
The Congressional inquiry in the .Unit-
ed States has been echoed by the appoint-
ment of a Royal Commission in Britain 
which has been taking evidence on this 
vast and complicated subject and whose 
report is now before the British Cabinet. 
In France, the Government of Premier 
Leon Blum, aided by a scandal in the 
supply of faulty naval munitions by one of 
the great private firms, has already acted in 
the direction of taking over control of the 
armament-making departments of all the 
great engineering firms on French soil. In 
Germany, the Nazi Governm'!nt, faced with 
the desire for an unprecedented expansion 
of armaments since abrogation of the dis· 
armament clause of the Versailles Treaty, 
has had to take virtual control of all pdvate 
manufacture. Although private factories 
have been continued and expanded, Krupp 
and the other great arms-makers in Ger· 
many are now as closely regulated as if 
that country were engaged in warfare, and 
their profits are limited. In Russia, arma-
~ents expansion is tremendous and is be-
Ing effected almost entirely through State 
factories. Licenses and patents have been 
acquired from foreign countries for the 
expansion of the Russian air force. Thus, 
a stiff sum, stated to be over half a million 
dollars, was paid for the patents, drawings, 
~esigns, and technical assistance for mak-
Ing the Hispano-Suiza aeroplane engine in 
factories on Soviet territory. While the 
Russians have drawn on outside technical output, the system of private manufacture 
experience, notably from Germany, the 
actual work has been done in the State 
factories. Italy has utilized methods similar 
to those employed by Germany for arms 
control, driven by the need for munitions, 
riot only for the Italian armament expan-
sion, but for the Italo-Abyssinian war. 
In Britain, the attempt has been made to 
carry on business as usual and to rely on 
private enterprise for what is needed, sub· 
ject only to an attempted regulation of 
prices. Prime Minister Baldwin, speak ing 
in the House of Commons on May 22, 1935, 
stated: 
breaks down. 
With regard to the first consideration, 
one of the classic examples is the activity 
for many years of the Comite des Forges, 
the great cartel of the French heavy in-
dustries. The committee with its immense 
wealth and its relations with the great 
banks, including the Banque de France, 
has subsidized newspapers and even, it is 
stated, politicians; it has established close 
relations with other great armament-mak-
ing rings or firms, such as Krupp's; and it 
has generally exercised a baleful influence. 
This influence persisted until 1936 when 
legislation in the French Chamber estab-
" I am certainly determined, and the lished the overriding authority of the Ex-
whole Government are determined, that, ecutive Government of the Republic. 
in the efforts which we regard as neces- Many other examples of the alleged in-
sary for the nation for the next two years, fluence of the armament-making firms 
there shall be no profiteering at a time have been cited before the American and 
that I might almost call a time of national the British committees of inquiry. To say 
emergency." that the armament firms foment war is to 
A year later the Brit ish armament pro- do them an injustice ; but that some of 
gram was so far in ar rears that a special them at various times have helped to 
minister, Sir Thomas Inskip, was invited foment the the f ear of war so as to influence 
to fill a new and special post-Minister for governments in placing orders is undoubt-
Coordination of the Defense Services. Un- ed. The usual method is to draw atten-
happily, from the viewpoint of those in- tion to the alleged increase in armament 
terested in national defense in Britain, Sir programs of potential enemies. One of 
Thomas was called upon to fill a twofold the classic British examples was that of 
role. He had to coordinate the strategical H. H. Mulliner, Managing Director of the 
planning and preparations for war of three Coventry Ordnance Company before the 
separate ministries: the Admiralty, the Great War. In 1906 this gentleman alleg-
War Office, a nd the Air Ministry. At the ed that he had secret information about a 
same time, he was asked to exercise gen- vast increase in the German warship-
era! supervision over the supply of arma· building program. With this information 
ments and munitions. The two tasks he impressed the Admiralty, certain news-
were distinct in any case, and too much papers, members of both Houses of Par-
for one man, particularly because he was liament, and even members of the Cabinet. 
given no adequate staff, and there is a The "Mulliner campaign;" as it has been 
r ising demand in Britain today for the ap- called, began in 1906, and by 1908 had as-
pointment of a Minister of Supply analog· sumed great political and public import-
ous to the Minister of Munitions found ance. The original British Naval Esti· 
necessary during the Great War when the mates for 1908 provided for the laying 
supply of ammunition and shells through down of four super-dreadnought battle-
the existing privati! firms broke down. ships. The Mulliner campaign led to such 
This would be a half-way step toward full a panic that the Liberal Cabinet of the day 
Government control, or even nationaliza - ~· was frightened into doubling the program. 
tion, of the armaments industry, and it is It was subsequently proved that the Ger-
baseq on two considerations which are man Navy Office had not exceeded its 
profoundly affecting public opinion in published program and that no secret ship-
Britain, France, and other countries. building was being undertaken. Never-
. . . theless, the armaments and shipbuilding 
Case for NatiOnalization firms concerned profited from the increas-
The first is the belief that the private ed naval shipbuilding program in Britain, 
armaments industry exercises an influence the German Navy office was able to extract 
against international agreements for the larger credits from the Reich for their own 
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future shipbuildin~ prog~m~-to the benefit ! nical and !~1il_i_t<~;.; grOt;~~~~. th-~-~;~l~t: _ ~~it i-- -~ ;~tit be known - ~-~~~ ~~~;-~~-?~d-;;~~~~~ 
of the German armament-makers---and, m ctsm holdmg that Ii one of the factones m ptace orders for large quantiLies of engtnes 
the process, international relations between: the series is put out of action --by air at-1 in the United States rather than increase 
the two countries were embi ttered. The tack, for cx<tmple--- the 1vho!e scheme I the proctuctive capacity in Britain to such 
_ . , _ . _ would break down. whereas 1t there were an extent that there would be redundancy 
begtmm1g of the Anglo~(Terman susptCIO!l seven self-coJJtained factories for building when the air program had been fulfilled 
and emmty whtch culmmateclm the Great complete engines, ciam<•ge to one would or after any agreement had been reached 
War of 1914 fairly may be stated to have n:Jt result in destruction of the whole pro- among the nations of Europe for Anna. 
begun during the years 1906 to 1908. gram. There the matter rests for the me nts limitation. In other words, Amer. 
With regard to the argument that present. ican manufacturers were to be invited to 
private enterprise breaks down in an Let it be noted, hmvever, that the ex- make transient profits by supplying the 
emergency, British experiences in the istence of a limited number of recognized P'·esent needs of the British Air Force, to 
Great Wm are well known. The Ministry firms supplying a particular kind of anna- expand their plant for this purpose, and 
of Mw1itions had to be established-- ment is almost an invitation to the forma- then to be left "holding the baby" when 
against great opposition from all the vest- tion of a price ring. In actual fact the es- the slump came. 
ed interests and against the prejudice of tablishecl a , roplane engine makers deny It has be_come a foremost plank of the 
the War Office- before an adequate sup- the existence of any ring, as do the Air program ot the Labor Party m Bntam to 
ply of ammunition and artillery at reason- Ministrv. It may well be that the ring nationalize the munitions industries. It 
able prices was forthcoming for the cam- does not exist, although there is, admif: \':Oulcl not be Surpri~in'§ if the present 
paigns. tedly, a virtual monopoly. Nevertheless, National Government m Bntam, wh1ch is 
Private Enterprise 
On the other hand, much has been said 
in behalf of private enterprise in the manu-
facture of munitions. The principal argu-
ment, especially as explained to the Royal 
Commission in London by Sir Maurice 
Hankey, secretary of the Committee of 
Imperial Defense <mel secretary to the 
Cabinet, holds that munitions plants in 
p~ace time would prove too heavy a burden 
on the State. Private manufacturers, it is 
held, are more flexible in their organiza-
tions; they can expand as the occasion 
demands. Also, they may engage in civil 
work or in the export of munitions during 
slack per iods and so spread their overheud 
costs. 
while the same quasi-monopoly system is predominantly Conservative, forestailed 
applied to armor plate, torpedo equipment, this program partly in order to be able to 
shell fuses, submarine mines, gas masks or carry 1t through m such a way a~ to be 
any other war equipment, sooner or later least harm ful t0 the pnvate mumtwns-
there will be the scandal of the price ring. makers. For the larger of these firms are 
Hence the demand that there should be an important part of t he heavy industry of 
public control in Britain, in some form or the country and are very powerful in bank-
another, of all munition manufacturers, so ing and political circles. 
as to prevent profiteering on the one hand, The man-in-the-street in all European 
and on the other, competition between the countries responds readily to the cry of 
armament-making firms, in times of crisis, "take the profits out of war." But the 
for skilled workers and essential raw ma- existence of vested wealth arising from 
terials. th ese profits makes the task of the would-
It is noteworthy that in the recent aero- be reformers a hard one. 
plane engine controversy the Air Ministry -· Cuncnl History. 
During the last two years, a great de-
mand has arisen in Britain for war-plane 
engines, owing to the rapid expansion of 
the Air Force. Five well-known British 
!inns have become, in recent years, the 
Three Dictators Who Pose As 
* ¥ Prophets * * 
o!Ticially recognized suppliers of such en- By JULES SAUERWEIN 
gines, and the Air Ministry, in effect, have PARIS 
undertaken to confine their orders to these On the walls of some French schools 
firms, s:J that in normal times they will hangs a symbolic picture entitled "The 
be kept sufficiently busy to justify reten- Conquerors." It shows six figures stand-
lion of the large plant necessary for the ing elbow to elbow-Ramcses II, Ncbu-
fulfillment of emergency requirements. chadnezzar, Alexander the Great, Julius 
This, at least, is the theory. Other firms, Caesar, Attila and Napoleon I. I imagine 
notably the Morris Motor Company and that if in future generations an attempt is 
the Alvis Motor Company, in an endeavor made to give young chi ldre-n a synth etic 
to enter the field, have been discouraged portrait of our post-war period it will be 
by the Air Ministry and refu:oed contracts through a picture called "The Dictators." 
on the understandable plea that those A group of those wlto, not content with 
firms which, in the lean years, had kept dominating a nation, have created or con-
their plant going, should now reap the so liclated an entire sys ·em, will form the 
benefit, and that it would be unfair to center----Mussolini, Hiller, Stalin- men 
these established firms if, when the de- who, alone or as part of a group, overturn-
mane] died down, there was a redundancy eel social or political systems to replace 
of manufacturing plants because of new them by a new religion. 
comDanies. These we may call prophet-dictators, 
Tite answer from Lord Nuffield and his prophets of a doctrine as well as rulers of 
colleagues, newcomers in the aeroplane a people. A little behind them, in a light 
engine industry, was that the existing less bright, will stand chose who, support-
firms could not meet the demand, and that ed by an army, have been satisfied with 
there was a national emergency. Certain- commanding human beings without wish-
ly the program is behindhand and this is ing to transform them. A special place 
admitted. The Air Ministry, however, an- will be given here to stern Marshal Pilsud-
nounced a scheme by which seven existing ski, whom history undoubtedly will view 
automobile manufacturers would be aided as something more than a mere militc•ry 
with State funds to establish "shadow" dictator, since he has a successor to carry 
factories, ready to produce different parts on his system of rigid control of apparent-
of aeroplane engines, which would later lv democratic institutions. 
be assembled. In case of war the" shadow" · I know or have known all the dictators 
factories would begin activity and the out- of Europe. Some of them I have seen 
put would be <Jssured. often and in intimate meetings, others 
The scheme hc-,s been criticized on tech- , only briefly and superficially. A skillful 
writer can, with the aiel of documents, re· 
construct the personality of a man promi· 
nent in a democratic or parliamentary 
order, for there a character portrait, a 
moral likeness, is required. But a dictator 
must be seen in action. 
If he is a true leader he possesses an 
essential element of physical magnetism 
and a certain external appearance without 
which one can hardly imagine him. Can 
you conceive of a dictator with a large 
paunch and a flowing beard? In our clay, 
when youth is weary of critical analysis 
and thirsts for almost primitive simplicity, 
the dictator is a man whose disciples do 
not confine themselves to listening to his 
speeches and foliowing his doctrines. They 
imitate his very gestures. 
A larger element of the animalistic than 
one would readily believe is implied in the 
existence of dictatorships, as in certain 
jungle communities where we frequently 
find an individual who stands out among 
his fellows and sweeps them along with 
him because he can at any given moment 
make the opportune move which benefits 
the community. The mind may be in· 
diviclualistic, but instinct and physical 
being feel the gregarious urge, the herd 
impulse. And the herd is something like 
what on a higher level is called the 
"fascia." 
Let us look at the three outstanding 
prophet-dictators. I feel rather doubtful 
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about pl cing Stalin in just this category. 
A dictator he surely is, a 100 per cent die· 
tator in his possession of immense power; 
but this power is vested in him regularly 
by the entire Communist party, of which 
he is the general secretary and which he 
commands through that omnipotent coun-
cil, the Politbureau. 
The apostolic element plays a rather 
minor r6le in Stalin's speeches as compar-
ed with the orations of Lenin. The Geor-
gian is a keen and concrete spirit. I would 
not swear that he has read Karl Marx's 
"Capital" from beginning to end. His 
vision _and thought are concentrated not 
on the relationships between employer and 
employe, or on the future development "of 
the proletariat, but on the immense ter-
ritory, so rich and so diversely populated, 
over which the domination of the Com· 
munist party must be maintained. 
* * * 
This territory, over which a curious 
destiny has given Stalin the authority of 
an absolute monarch, is almost the same 
as that over which the great medieval con· 
queror, · Genghis Khan, also a Georgian, 
established his power. What interests 
Stalin is the application, the practical in-
auguration in all Soviet institutions, of the 
principles inspired by Karl Marx and codi-
fied by Lenin. But the Georgian is no 
slave to the principles themselves, and if 
one day he should be forced to choose 
between continuing his rule and remain· 
ingfaithful to these principles I am sure 
he would reveal himself as an opportunist. 
One sees Stalin in all his glory on cere-
monial occasions in Red Square. The 
entire population of Moscow turns out. 
The square is bright with red banners, 
and the Soviet flag flutters over all the 
ancient palaces of the Kremlin. The 
motors of innumerable airplanes roar in 
the sky, and the poorly paved streets of 
Moscow groan under tanks of every size 
and spape. 
In the middle of the square, surrounded 
by the crowd, a small group advances--
less than a dozen · people, plainly dressed, 
wearing simple caps. They look for all 
the world like poor travelers whose way is 
being paid by some charitable agency. 
But at the head of the group is a better-
dressed man, wearing a military cap and 
a long khaki coat which cannot hide his 
youthful vigor. He has the sharp profile, 
the small mustache and the penetrating 
eyes of the men of his country. As deafen-
ing cheers resound he takes his place 
on the platform that surmounts Lenin's 
tomb, facing the panel on which he him-
self is represented, beside Lenin, in an 
enlargement a hundred times greater than 
life. 
* * * 
to time, both as the apostle of a doctrine 
and as the supreme authority in the great 
international actions of the Reich. To 
understand this man one must remember 
that he is at once singularly isolated and 
surrounded. He leaves a considerable 
share of power to others. No one in Italy 
can boast the authority of a General Goer-
ing or Dr. Schacht in economic matters, or 
the power over the armed forces enjoyed 
by General von Blomberg. Mussolini would 
not let any man but himself grow to such 
stature. 
The proof is that the most' gifted finan-
cier of Italy, Count Volpi, has no official 
function, and that Marshal Badoglio, who 
in four months finished a campaign tha t 
might have lasted years, has returned to 
his ordinotry duties without having seen 
his popularity equal his merit. Hitler does 
not claim technical knowledge of the vari-
ous government departments of the Reich. 
He entrusts these to the German experts, 
and he .does not permit his own party, 
which wrought a political upheaval, to go 
so far as to overthrow the establi_shed 
economic and social institutions of the 
Third Reich. 
We must not forget Hitler's humble ori-
gin, his years of struggle, the wounds 
which rendered him temporarily blind and 
which even today often bring rough, 
metallic tones into his voice. A singular 
personality, he is visited by strange visions· 
and sudden inspirations. His philosophy 
in the domains of art and culture has been 
derived from solitary studies, nights of 
work dedicated to a laborious and patient 
assimilation of elementary textbooks. 
In the silence of his room or his study 
was formed a most unusual type of in-
dividuality which is characterized by a 
kind of intellectual modesty that makes 
him very accessible to the advice of ex-
perts in every field, although it is absolute-
ly impossible to sway h im in any decision 
in which he thinks he recognizes a general 
spiritual value. 
The day before the last Nuremberg Con-
gress closed I had the opportunity to ride, 
with two foreign colleagues, in a car which 
followed immediately behind the Fuehrer's 
car to the old feudal castle that dominates 
the city. Thus I could observe Hitler a 
few yards away, standing as usual in the 
front of his car, his arm now outstretched 
in a commanding gesture, now raised with 
palms outspread in an almost pontificial 
gesture of benediction. He had invited us 
to lunch with him, and before luncheon we 
had a talk on tlie high tower where, as 
soon as he appeared, he was greeted with 
resounding shouts of "Heil" that rose 
from the gardens and windows of the 
vicinity. · 
He was visibly exhausted by the physical 
strain he had been undergoing for several 
Nothing can be more difficult than to hours. His face expressed weariness and 
describe the personality of Adolf Hitler, relaxation. But as soon as, in the course 
whose dominant qualities are an unshak- of the conversation, he uttered the word 
able faith in his country and a superhuman "bolshevism" he was seized with a sort of 
perseverance in thinking and repeating the religious frenzy. He repeated the hated 
same things for over fifteen years. If · the word as Mohammed might have repeated 
word "prophet," in its Mohammedan the term "infidels." As he pronounced 
sense, can be applied to any one, it must his invectives against Moscow his voice 
be to him. grew shrill in pitch; he was obviously in a 
Unlike Mussolini, Hitler does not gov- state of prophetic alarm. 
ern; he is the arbiter, speaking, from time , * * * 
The cult that surrounds Hitler differs in 
character from that which centers about 
Stalin. The German Fuehrer gives his 
name to Equares and streets in all the cities 
of the Reich, but Stalin has given his name 
to three cities. T he philosophy of Hi tler 
is more simple than that of the Bolsheviki, 
who, after all, began their revolution in 
1917 and based it on the faith in the Marx-
ist gospel- a complex and precise social 
program. 
Unquestionably, National Socialism is 
more vague; it r ests on a very small num-
ber of principles, not all of which are 
German. The. mysticism surrounding the 
le<;~der in all domains is essentially Mus' 
solinian, and the mixture of nationalist 
spirit and socialism is Italian also. What 
is typically Germanic is the race doctrine, 
to which Alfred Rosenberg has dedicated 
·voluminous works, and which, in the final 
analysis, has no merit except in application. 
But whether or not the doctrine is sim· 
ple, profound or superficial, the fact re-
mains that Germany has, in four years, 
grown strong to an extent which no one 
would have thought possible. Whether it 
inspires other nations with admiration or 
with fear, with aversion or with sympathy, 
the fact is that th is strength, so rapidly 
recovered, has upset the equilibrium of 
Europe. Without Hitler this phenomenon 
wou1.d not have been possible. 
One day, in the resplendent room of the 
Venetian Palace where he has received me 
a number of times, Mussolini asked me, 
during an intimate talk, to tell him what 
difference I saw between his system and 
Hitler's. 
"It's the difference between your two 
personalities," I told him. "You, it seems 
to me, always govern with the same degree 
of conscientiousness in every field, after 
having progressively assimilated all the 
techniques. You are a super-Minister, but 
one who has headed and still heads several 
departments of the Cabinet. This is enough 
to explain what distinguishes you from 
the Germanic apostle." 
Mussolini marched on Rome in 1922 
with 60,000 Black Shirts, on a venture 
which would hq.ve remained a mere show 
of force on the part of a bold condottiere 
hq.d not the legal authorities of the country, 
from the King down, immediately yielded 
and given him legally constituted power. 
It is during his tenure of power that the 
Duce's qualities have developed. T hat is 
why in him the statesman, the actual head 
of the government, overshadows the pro-
pagandist and the apostle. 
,, * * 
Only those who knew Mussolini before 
he attained power and in the early days 
of his dictatorship can really understand 
his character. He was a man who needed 
to project himself into the external world. 
During the Cannes Conference of January, 
1922, he often stood in the center of a little 
group of journalists, and I must confess 
that his natural eloquence captivated us. 
Although he was then still a Socialist, he 
held the view that " international" socia-
lism based solely on the class struggle 
lacked reality. 
A few months later I saw him again at 
the Lausanne Conference. It must be ad-
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mitted that he was definitely a Germano- ' manded. ~e experienced some difficult [ s ion, that of artillery officer , in which he 
phobe. He saw Italy as a sincere ally of times. As he was listed as a Socialist was tremendously successful, and through 
France-but an ally which had not always every rash utter ance was held against him. which he reached the limelight. 
received the proper treatment, and to He performed bis daily tasks conscienti- Another thing that the three have in 
which amends were due. ously, but after working hours he some- common is the austerity, generally speak-
Although traces of inexperience were times liked to express opinions on current ing, of their lives. The dictators and 
still apparent in Mussol ini's manner, his events. To the easily alarmed Swiss au- tyrants of history, and particularly of an. 
first diplomatic action was not devoid of thori ties this :oeemed particularly disturb- tiquity, were usually men eager to enjoy 
grandeur. Having heard that Lord Curzon ing. life to the fullest, maintaining only very 
and M. Poincare had hesitated about reco - I think his appearance had much to do loose standards of conduct. Nothing of 
gnizing him as the real representative of , with this. Had he had the commonplace this sort can be said of the three great 
Italy, he made them come to him at Ter- ' profile of thousands of other Italian work- modern dictators. 
ritet. I can still see the dignified <Ippear- ingmen no at tention would have been Stalin lives most simply. In Hitler we 
ance of these two men, who knew what drawn to his person. But-and th is cannot almost find asceticism. For six years he 
respect was due them, and I clearly re- be denied- -he was born with a face amaz- has drunk no wine ;mel eaten no meat. As 
member their stupefaction when, on thei r . ingly typical of the Roman Caesar. I re- for Mussolini, his spirit is perhaps less 
arrival at Lausanne, they learned that call three or four other Italians who also calm, and he seems 0 <1 two or three oc-
Mussolini insisted on remammg at Ter-
ritet. They were furi ~>ltS. 
They decided, however, to make the ad-
ditional hour' s trip; and when they reach-
ed the T erritet s tation the first person they 
saw was Mussol in i, dressed with the 
utmost eleg<mce--silk hat, light gloves, 
white spats-coming forward graciously 
w ith the greeting: "Gentlemen, you are 
in m y home now." Strictly speaking, I 
b elieve, he was at that time still legally 
excluded from Switzerland. 
Two days later, in his drawing-room at 
the Ouchy Palace, I met him again. He 
was telephoning to Rome. l!e turned to 
me and said: "Everything is quiet, just as 
I expected. We'll have no trouble at all." 
His dictatorship was only six weeks old. 
* * * 
The three dictators of Europe have one 
definite point of resemblance-all three 
have risen from the people. Nothing, 
neither family nor caste nor tradition, 
helped raise them to power. Nor did any 
one of them reach it through the norm <' l 
exercise of a profession that permitted 
him to progress gradually to a higher 
position. 
Let us look back a few years at these 
had such remarkably sculptured faces 
faces reminiscent of ancient busts. But I 
must add that they were either princes or 
bear ers of illustrious Roman or Neapo)itan 
names. Among the common people, even 
in Rome, such heads are found rarely in-
deed. To the Swiss it seemed strange that 
a man with a profile like Mussolini' s, a 
man who was so bold in expressing his 
social and political views, should be only a 
humble worker. 
At aboutthis time Adolf Hitler, a poor 
designer and water-colorist, wandered 
about Vienna, earning a most precarious 
living. He too had no friends or te<•chers, 
or any one to help him. Not until he 
began to speak ·of Germany did he began 
to attract attention, and at ·first the most 
lowly listeners satisfied him. 
I know a Rumanian diplomat who visit-
ed a cousin of his, an officer stationed at 
Munich, the year after the armistice. One 
day his host told him: "You simply must 
come down to the kitchen, or at least li sten 
at the door. There's a soldier there who 
has come back from the trenches and who 
makes passionate political speeches every 
day to the orderlies, the cooks .and their 
friends." The soldier was Hitler. 
three men who now cause the world to '' * ··· 
tremble. One began as a s tudent in Ge- Thus al l three of the dictators are of 
orgia, preparing for the priesthood. He humble origin, men who stand alone and 
c~me of a humble family and had a mother arc self-made in the stric test sense of the 
whom he adored; she aroused in him prob- word . Compare them with Caesar or 
ably the only lasting emotion of love and Napoleon. Caesar came of a distinguished 
tenderness to have brightened the hard fami ly and enjoyed an excellent poltt1cal 
life of Stalin. i position; the attainment of high office in 
The second, in S\Yitzerland, was a mason his youth was part of the natural course 
or a grocery clerk, as the occasion de- ! of events. Napoleon had a definite profes-
casions to have passed through great 
emotional experiences, but in recent years 
he has returned to moderation and regu-
larity, and his family li fe sets a most re-
spectable example. 
When, in January, 1935, M. Laval, then 
in Home, complained to Mussolini of in-
d'gestion, Mussolini asked him: "Why 
don 't you do as I do? For twenty.four 
hours every week I swallow nothing but a 
li ttle sweetened water. The rest of the 
time l am almost a vegetarian, and I no 
longer know the taste of wine, as to speak." 
* * * The three dictators, similar in the hum. 
bleness of their origins and the simplicity 
of their personal lives, are all equally fo nd 
of splendor in demonstrations and formal 
environment. Having attended many ~es· 
tive occasions in all three countries during 
the past few years, I cannot decide to 
which the first prize is due. 
Mussolini has, for his great gatherings, 
the incomparable frame of the Piazza di 
Venezia and the Via del Impero. Stalin 
has Red Square, lined on two sides with 
turrets and multi-colored palaces of the 
old Kremlin. Hitler has created his own 
framework in huge stadia built with all the 
resources of modern technical skill. The 
spectacles staged in these frames are su· 
perb, and are characterized by a most 
direct participation of the people in Italy, 
an amazing artistic ingenuity in Russia, 
and in Germany by impressive masses and 
discipline. 
"Panem et circenses "-bread and the 
circuses-was the slogan of the Roman 
Emperors. The dictators we have been 
discussing have provided their people with 
equally magnificent spectacles for their 
entertainment. As for bread-- its quality 
today is sti ll best in democracies. 
The 1Vcw York '"P.imcs Maga .zinc, Jan . 10. 19$? 
As Others See You 
Do you sometimes wonder whether 
people like you? Here is your answer. 
This series of questions, based on psycho· 
logical tests, is designed to give you a 
general estimate of your personal populari· 
ty and your apt itude for making friends. 
Answer each question Yes or No; then 
turn to page 6. 
1. Do you express your opinion freelY 
and unsought? 
2. Do you feel superior to three of your 
best friends? 
3. Do you like to eat alone? 
4. Do you read front-page murder stories? 
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* GUNS AGAINST WHALES * 
By CHARLES POUND 
LONDON 
The hardy Norwegian whalers who go 
each year from their native land on a 
journey of 12,000 miles to the Antarctic 
are down there now in the full rush of 
their short season. They began their 
"fishing" in December and have now only 
a short time in which to work amid the 
dri'ft ice at the bottom of the world, for 
with March come long hours of darkness 
when it is dangerous to keep a large ship 
in the midst of polar gales and shifting 
bergs. 
Some 7,500 men went whaling this year 
from the harbors around Sande Fjord, 
Tonsberg and Larvik down the Oslo Fjord. 
Most of them left in September, when 
hundreds of motor boats escorted them to 
sea, with the crews calling good-bye from 
the rails. The big factory ships were fair-
ly clean then, as clean as a whaler can 
ever be, but now they look like slaughter 
houses, their decks covered with red slush, 
and their sides stained and hung with long 
fenders of blubber. And they smell to 
heaven, for there is nothing quite so over-
powering as the scent of a whaler, its pots 
and boilers steaming with blubber and 
bone, and reeking with the indescribable 
odor of dead whales. 
The high-bowed little whale chasers, 
5. Do tests like this interest you? 
6. Do you talk about your aspirations, 
disappointments, and problems? 
7. Do you borrow often? 
8. Are you a "Dutch treat" addict? 
9. When you tell something that h1s hap-
pened, do you give every small detail? 
10. Do you like entertaining when enter· 
taining costs money? 
11. Do you pride yourself upon your ab-
solute frankness? 
12. Do you keep people waiting when .you 
have an appointment with them? 
13. Do you honestly like children (not your 
own)? 
14. Do you play practical jokes? 
15. Do you think it silly for middle-aged 
people to fall in love? 
16. Do you cordially dislike more than 
seven people? 
17. Do you nurse grudes? 
18. Do you frequently use such words as 
"awfully," "dreadfully," "terribly"? 
19. Do telephone operators and salesper· 
sons irritate you? 
20. Do you. consider stupid and uninter· 
esting the persons who do not share 
your enthusiasm for music, books, 
sports? 
21. Do you break your word as often as 
you keep it? (Think twice) 
22. Do you criticize often, and to their 
faces, your family, your best friends 
and your employes? 
23. Do you become depressed or discour-
aged when things go badly? 
24. Are you altogether glad of the success 
of your friends (when you are out of 
luck)? 
25. Do you ever indulge in interesting 
gossip? 
which do the actual killing, wallow through 
the dirty weather in search of whales, the 
fur-capped gunner on the tiny bridge, and 
the harpoon-gun on its platform in the 
bows rising and falling with a racking 
motion that brings a landsman's stomach 
out through his eyes. When the cry of 
"Blaast!" comes from the lookout, the 
old battle-fury which the Vikings describ-
ed as" going berserk" suddenly transforms 
him, and loitering deck-hands are apt to be 
sent flying into the scuppers by the fero· 
city with which he makes his way to the 
cleated gun platform. 
Gunners and captains of the " floating 
factories, " as the mother ships are known, 
are the Elite of the whalers. Upon the 
skill, luck and judgment of the gunners 
depends the success of the whaling sea-
son, and a ship which does not come back 
with its tanks full is out of favor. The 
captain of the factory decides, of course, 
where to fish-for they call it fishing-but 
once on the grounds it is up to the gunners 
to get the whales. 
The chasers are about the size of a 
steam trawler, say 130 feet long, and about 
200 tons gross. In the Antarctic the crews 
A TOKYO CALENDAR 
By FRANK H. LEE 
(STUDENT's EDITION) 
* 300 pages ¥1.50 ofJ: 
live on these tiny craft for more than four 
months, including their journeys to and 
from their southern bases. There is no 
more punishing life. 
In the old days of New Bedford and 
Nantucket, whalers went after the sperm 
whale particularly, as ·well as the hump-
back, bottlenose, and others which are 
smaller that the big blue whale of the 
Antarctic. The blue whales may be a hun-
dred feet long, perhaps a little more, al· 
though the average length is eighty or 
ninety feet, and they weigh a ton for every 
foot. Catching a whale of that size with 
a hand harpoon and lance would be almost 
an impossibility, and so the whale-gun and 
the gunner, and the big factories came 
into being. 
The gun, on a cleated platform in the 
bow of the chaser, was invented by Svend 
Foyn of Tonsberg, Norway. It is mounted 
on a swivel in such a manner that it can 
easily be shifted in any direction like a 
machine-gun. A chunky, wide-bore affair, 
with a range of not more than fifty yards 
-most hits being made at twenty or thirty 
yards-it throws a vicious weapon. This 
is nothing less than a combination of 
shrapnel and grappling iron, the flukes of 
the iron being folded until it hits. When 
the harpoon sinks deeply into the whale it 
explodes, and· the pull on the line opens 
the grappling iron so that it fastens itself 
in the whale's flesh. Sometimes one such 
shot will kill a whale, but it generally 
takes two. 
Most of the chasers make from twelve 
to fourteen knots, and a whale swims at 
about the same speed, so the contest in 
this regard is an even one. Yet it is not 
speed which enables the gunner to get his 
whale; rather is it some instinct which 
brings him to the spot when a whale comes 
up to blow. A gunner will follow a whale, 
or perhaps four or five of them, for hours, 
standing on his platform in the bow, 
signaling to his helmsman with his arms 
and never taking his eyes off the whale. or 
the sea under which it has disappeared. 
The icy spray may lash over him in sheets, 
and a freezing wind cut through his wet 
clothing. But these gunners are tough. 
This constant chasing is what the gun· 
ners call "Prussian hunting," and it is 
some mysterious flair for this kind of 
hunting which makes a great gunner. The 
actual shooting is the least of his troubles. 
No gunner can quite explain how he knows 
where a whale is about to rise, but the fact 
remains that a good gunner frequently 
changes his course long before the whale 
comes up again, and when it does he is not 
far off. 
The whale rises within a few yards of 
the prow of the tiny ship, and rolls slowly, 
while the gunner keeps his gun aimed and 
waits, his finger on the trigger. He is 
waiting for the fatal spot bene~th the fin 
to show, and a ninety-foot whale rolls a 
long way before that is exposed. There 
is the sighing snore of the whale's blow, 
and the winds brings a whiff of spray and 
a knowledge · that whales have very bad 
breath. The leisurely roll goes on until 
the green fin slowly emerges. Then there 
is a terrific bang which blots out the whole 
bow of the ship under a cloud of smoke 
and leaping line. 
The whale's tail whacks the sea with a 
splash in the agony of the blow, The 
great animal disappears and the whale line 
becomes as taut as steel. The strength of 
these great creatures is incredible, for 
although the engines of the chaser are 
put full astern the whale actually pulls the 
chaser slowly ahead as the winch winds 
up the line. There is a smother of foam 
as the whale breaks water just under the 
bow, and the gunner who has been watch-
ing lets go with another harpoon. That is 
the end. As the sea becomes red the 
whale is hauled to the surface, fastened to 
the side of the chaser, and then blown up 
with air to prevent its sinking. 
The whales · are towed to the factory, 
which may be out of sight, lying in the 
bight of an ice flow and blowing smoke, 
steam and stench over the otherwise pure 
surroundings. There the flukes of the tail 
are cut off, because they are so wide that 
with them the whale could not be hauled 
through the opening in the bow or stern. 
Steel cables and winches haul these enorm-
ous animals up the ramp out of the sea-a 
sight not soon to be forgotten. A whale 
will cover the whole deck forward of the 
ship's bridge. 
In a little more than an hour and a 
quarter a ninety-foot whale can be cut into 
small sections- blubber, flesh and bone-
and dumped into the boilers. There is no 
cessation of work so long as there are 
whales along-side, and it is always daylight 
in the Antarctic Summer. 
Some of these factory ships are as big 
as Atlantic liners. A few years ago there 
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were none more than 21,000 tons, and they 
were built only for work, with little pro-
vision aboard them for comfort. But the 
newest of this season's factory sl1ips, the 
Ter je Viken, is 43,000 tons, and has hot 
and cold baths for her crew. She h as re-
frigerators full of meat, fish and fresh 
vegetables, electric kitchens and laund ies, 
oil-fired ovens in her bakeries, even a hos-
pital with an operating room. On these 
big ships there are usually 200 to 300 men, 
but the Vi ken probably carries more. The 
gunners must keep them busy, and as all 
work on shares, every man hopes to fill 
the ship to the load line before it turns 
h : meward. 
Tales are told of the tremendous catches 
before the depression, when whales were 
more numerous than now. The terrific 
total of 515 whales, which Theodore Han-
sen of Sandar kill ed in the 1925-26 season, 
has never been equaled since and is never 
likely to be. Hansen's appalling record 
works out at an average of something over 
four whales a clay. How many whales the 
gunners are now killing would ordinarily 
be almost as difficult to ascertain as gun-
ners' earnings; but this year figures have 
been brought to light by the unusual offer 
of a prize cup to the best gunner in Nor-
way. 
-The New York Times l~J."aga.zinc, JtClJ. 14. 1937 
FLOOD 
Bertmm 0 . Moody 
"Help"! Out of the darkness perhaps 10 
feet away came the cry. A second later it 
sounded again, fainter, farther away do wn· 
stream, lmt I could do nothing. A torrent 
of icy water was flowing over n1c. I was 
clinging to the crackling branches of a tree, 
my body a surfboard stra!ght out in the 
churning current. 
Then o.ut of th e maelstrom shot the form 
of my son, crashing into the bmnches. Inch 
J,y inch we fought the current and at last 
elimbecl, stunned and gasping, to the top of 
the littl e apple tree. 
Twenty minutes before, we had se t out in 
our 16-foot outboard motorboat to pick up 
nunooned folk. The water was aln1ost roof 
high in places, and rising rapidly. The 
street lights were out, the houses dark save 
for an occasional kerosene lump left burn· 
ing in a window. The fire s iren \Vas wail-
ing out the s ignal that the da m 20 miles np 
river had gone. The warning Lark of the 
State Police revolvers echoed from a dis-
tance. 
"There'll be hell down here before morn· 
ing! '' caine a voice from the darkness. 
"The water's already ris ing a foot an ho ur." 
"\Vho's out beyo.nd?" we asked . 
" McGrath's the nearest. You might get 
him. Three more farth e r out. But you' ll 
never make it." 
\Ve looked at each other. Leave a man 
out beyond with a 1\'all of water from a 
broken dam due to St: i·ike in two or three 
hours? 
" Let's try i t!" 
Across \Ves t S tre<>l 11 e hitlhe cur rent---a 
rapld, relentless surge of water that sought 
vi ciously to jam us against the telephone 
poles. 
McGrath's house came out of the dark· Rain fell in fitful sheets. Far downstream 
ness, a single lnn1p shining front a window, a venturcson1e photographer was taking 
but between him and our boat was a vacant pictures, the white flashes dotting the dark-
lot :200 .feet wide; through thi s spill11·ay the ness. The cold settled in our bones. 
rive r was pouring a lashing fio ot.L \Vould 
we make it? The motor flung its high· \Ve noticed that the near-by garage divert· 
pi tched defiance above the roar of the water. eel the water sidew ise, making an eddying 
Slowly we gained; finally nosed ngain.st cur rent wi.th slack water in between. If 
l\lcCrath's porch. we had to JUn1p, perhaps we- could take ad-
H t 1 1 · 1 · tl b t 'I · vantage of that. It was a long chance, but 
c. 00 <\: liSP ace 111 le oa · ~ gani ''"8 I we st udied its possibilities. lt was some-
were 111 the full current, hee ded dwgonally tl · t t ll b t 
l l 1 d ..., 1 l '""' o .a < a ou . upstrea tn, Hit we n1a( e no 1ea way. ,_;_ow y At' about four o'clock a hu ·e floatintr 
we were bea ten backward. In a n1on1cnt . . . g_ o 
1 t ·1 d · t tl b b 1 obJect Jut our tree w1th a n;soundmg thump. 
ot_tr )OU pus l e ag~nls 1~ are . r anc 1es It cracked otninously. "Time to oo." I 
ot an apple tree. for an Instant we hung b 1 f 11 1 1 '1 leaned out to break away the small branches 
t terc, n~.otor on u , t 1e 1~ an unseen. HUH 50 t.hat we could make a clean jump. At lurned the boat over as qlllcklv as easdy as . . . 
• tl [ 1 1 · ' l d that mstant the garage moved maJestically ~n 17 Lllrn~ · w page 0 ~ a 100 '· 11 a secon da\Ynstrcam. ast our tree and into the 
It nad chsappearcd 1n the blackn t~ ss , l\~ly ni {rht wit.ho{1t Pa sound. In its Jlace was 
son a~td I 1nanaged to grab an apple tree b o l t f f . t 1 a 
farih('I" do\\·nstrc;:inl but ':fvicGrat"h wus snat- roac s rcan1 o oam mg wa e r. 
chcd awav by the current --never to return. T'hc river was rising rapidly now. Our 
It was ;nidni<rht now. llow muc-h h igher feet splashed in t h~ water. ~;u_ddenly _our 
would the wate~· rise? There wasn"t m:..tch tree_ cracked and fed over, hurling us Into 
leeway in our slender tree. A lio·ht <dim· the 1cy torrent. \Ve both managed t_o grab 
mered in a solitary farmhouse half a "'mile the log that had lodged m the tree JUSt be· 
b , I . - · 1 1· ,ld d, l . fore we shot down-stream m a smother of e 011 tb m t 1e open 1e, s, now eep um '" l . f \" 1 · 1 1 d 1 
,. t , • T , . , fi f . ·I . . . 1 c 1urn1ng :oan1. '" e nc \:C( to war t 1e 
"" .e r. 11 en! ) · ve ect to tlc ea>t Wds t1c _1 I ·t'] , \ 'VIl . lief t b d i dal'ic form of a " m·aae · beyond that a "lOre us 1 Y· at a re 0 e o ng 
house - so dose w;; we;e to safely. I dt:op- something after the long night i There _was 
peel a tentative foot into the water; the no sense of motwn now._ \\ e were n~ a 
current pulled so hard I was nearly thrown mad current but everythmg was dnftmg 
off my balance. No escape in that direc- w1th us .. Our cold-numbed legs went through 
tion! F ifty feet upst ream was the row of the motiolls <;f swtmmmg,_ but slowly now, 
telephone poles that marked the highway. Idee a , frog m early sprmg. I knew we 
Only two days ago I had driven IllY car co~-~dn t last nuH.: h longer. 
along that road and now it was the spillway I hen out of the darkness there loomed a 
of a mig hty flood. black object on the water. It was the Side 
Ice water dripped from OLir clothes. \Ve of a cottage. \Ve sc rambled aboard and 
111oved together and \Vrapp ed ·our eoats atten1ptcd to stand up, but It lVas too much 
alJOut us for what little wannlh there nli .J·ht for _our nun1becl _legs; we s_t<J.ggered abo_ut, 
be. Great waves of trembling sbook gus fallmg down agnn and again, only to p1ck 
front head lo fool. The boy spoke; "This each other up. . . 
doesn 't look too good, does it '?" By tins tnne It was daylight and we could 
"No," said I, "but we're s t:i.ll here and if see land a quarter of a mile away. We 
the tree goes, maybe we can grab a barn or yelled for he lp with renew~d hope. Sud· 
something. Anyho\v, we're tog~ther." denly around a b~~1(l _we sighted a large 
I prayed silently--just what 1 don't re- ro;~hoat manned with e1ght oars ... 
member, except that in it were my wife at I I here 1s little mo~·: t~ tell. \';hen ~he 
home and the younger boy who was waitmg boat landed us I mquned about Ill) youn.,er 
on the shore ·for us to bring Lack another son and foun_d h1n1 near-by-a ttred, wh1te~ 
load of re fugees. Then we yelled for help. f~ced boy, _Just about to start for hom:, 
Not that we expeeted to be rescued for we (,od pity htm, to te ll hts mother that lns 
knew no small craft could reach us, and our dad and older brother had gone downstream 
boat had been the largest on that side of in the night and would ·never return. 
tile river. But it did us a world of good. -Reader's Digest. 
Gradually the heat of our bodies warme d 
our clothing, and we s topped sh ivering. As Others See You (Answer) 
Hour.~ passed. The boy spoke: "It's 
lucky for Mother and Linco ln you've got 
your life in ,urance, Dad. They ' ll need it 
now. And there's $500 on my accident 
policy." l-Ie looked off acro3s the raging 
waters. 
"And live thousand extra on my accident 
policy," I r eplied, "but l'n1 not ready lo 
cash in on it ye t. " 
Debris shot by us with eve r~i!lcreasing 
:::peed as the water rose. Once a log sho l 
into lhe lower branches and locJg,,d there. 
The stt~ady roar of the water numbed our 
ears and beat into Oil I.' brains. \ Vhat would 
\V e give for a n1omeni of silence! .:\ t. ahout 
l\Yo o'clock there was the sound of cracking 
l imhPrs upstream - a r ipping, cra~hing sound 
as of something in ugon_y. l\1("Grath's barn 
Here are the right answers (as far as 
popularity is concerned) to the questions 
on page 5. Check your answers against 
these, and for each of your answers that 
agrees score yourself one point. The higher 
the score the more likable you may pre· 
sume yourself to be. The highest possible 
score, of course, is 25; but don't feel un· 
popular if you don't make it. You can 
total up to 17 and still be pretty well liked. 
i. No 6. Yes 11. No 16. No 21. No 
2. No 7. No 12. No 17. No 22. No 
3. No 8. No 13. Yes 18. Yes 23. No 
4. Yes 9. No 14. No 19. No 24. Yes 
was going It broke away from the house 5. Yes 10. Yes 15. 1\o 20. No 25. Yes 
and moved part way across the road. 
-1'he American Magazine. 
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London Chronicle, A (Frank H. Lee) 1.50 Maurice Baring, Selected Lectures of .90 
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1.20 
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1.20 
1.20 
.35 
.90 
.80 
.70 
1.00 
.60 
1.00 
1.30 
1.50 
1.20 
1.00 
.80 
.80 
.85 
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1.00 
1.00 
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lVIodern Masterpieces of Auto- I Where is the World Going? 
biography __ . _. _ 1.QQ i Foetrv 
Personalities in the W orld's Ey巴おIi".....，. ro.，.l T u...: ，..1:，，~/-]\-;;~ 
Rep同 ntati刊 Men(Eme1'son) 叫22531L27idぉ (Milton)
Seven Great Men of To-day (Gardi/ler) .60 i ~~~~ 
T、hreeM陥巴ijiL則州S
Two Ernin巴ntVi民ctωorians(L. Stracheりy川).90: 
WOIld before Man，The (H.G.IVclb)100 l Introduction to lingllS1Poetry，An 
(5. H. Batty-Smith) 
Sports I Litle Gell1s of English Poetry 
Readi耶 inModern Spo山 1∞lbzrrz;I:22Nght
Sodology， EεonomI.cs Politi.cs ! CompositioD， C冶nversation
.80 : insheets. (coloq，)ドγ¥，;:.>と. The rain 
fals irsheets. mが1"γヤ降り7ご
40 I work 01 shares. _ ilH;主:J与すの約束て倒〈
.70 I fil the ship to the load line. ¥1山桜吃水線
1，00 I 迄 ( !'H司~7;， 1ごげーペイ)積込む
.251 【AsOthers See You】
1.00 I“Duteh treat" 俗語で所前“兵隊"一人
，50 I がおごるのでな4各自が食べt:l， の J.'i!<:
，30 I :jJtすろこと
1.50 
4うJ 編輯室から .-G--
Cecil Rhodes .90 I Advanced Engiish Grammar (新法) 1.50 
111， たあげてj~sjj即時セ代であ る 。格戦If~f般市11
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【Eu肌r叩岬.唱o叩peぷ'sBoom i加nArma 
thいe…a紅rm町 a悶 m
as悦副t“i泊白 s叩um. 英大な令額 1 In~{h~ siIence of his room or study was 1げて獲物八百六「頭た穫得Lζ 前 十字昼下
dr~，'~" ~n，，" ?，':l，~，si，de， !~~~~i~~l~ ~xperience. I-'f:町 med....凡ゆる分野lこ於て本i"J家の 11piJIUf-C来るとの言巴事が最近の1本 新 聞
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JiiiiIi四 ti肌 悶11 I F帥附君Lea白r. Hi伽 叫 す |泌しとぜずしてIf¥tJ"t 11:有 名なノルウヱー
b~idi~~d--;l-;'~~P~P~~S and . . . politici-1 po~t!，?ca! g~~，tu問。f benediction. 脱耐;j1 の tln f~j;( :，{<;'?1二でき へ L 七千五 1'( ::1"， 1 こ注 L1: と
ans 新1日ャ -.政治家にtiliWJ1jo>拠へk l fd叫 'ij数叫 1ラ態!え ! 玩 1 :tJ川1;'川f践であ る o此3i~ jr日 戦ぴ/1:; ら
thcir overhead costs. ;:封。十'J1~ )IJ I condottiere = (伊)leader I 
“shadow" fact町 ies. 剛被 工場 ! Black Shirts.'" fJ'太平IJ7アクV ヨの烈ジ川五鯨1e:l1-!Z， 1::'1r.削l'州 zJi.?jと今月就で読者
HOlIse of Commons. (ω喜英正凶)1卜ド、J汁今'1院兆 | グR除雰 I i治討氏lにこi討杭討t成!元:んで頂〈司事I引lにこu穴-0ノルウ エ-姉B鯨t 
Comi悦 desForges=Comffi附 eof Iron-I Cannes Conference. 1922 1，1'初玖川柳IlI :J:仰のflk火なる Lのl:t四日三千噸、射手の-
WωI，s. M&T場委員令 I C.~I?聞に 1J1J /J '.!t1: ， 火lïltí~の続的川沿 I JUJli叫 J鯨成功放五百五十五頑と l:t驚〈べBanque de France. ブラ V λ銀行(tj，央銀 | 己主として泌しれ令議 --. "._ .." -". -Iγ〆 R 
行7な4リ川) _ . ，' _ ， ~， ' ~'~" " " ，. ...".，.1 L~訓訓a凱制u刷l1n問eCorぱe位1閃「唱er附I
CarteJ. カルテ叫 Hち(同一応業の)企業j防| れ7こ狐逸賠償問題に印する令議 l 
合 (J以氏 j;ルテルtl'.i，f(力 Jレデ ル，1~(t怜 JJ ル i Germanophobe- ド イ クた恐 る L者 (cf. An-
テル引 け)，谷共1的に肱ヒ仁統:IiIJルJlJす| glopho13e，Rum phobe) 
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)J I 【GunsAgail1st Whales] 
the Executive Government of the Re-I 
public. :J主夕共州.1与恥引lご汗河刈川川5司呼別利制f引仰;リ市l日山iリki(1ωザ1i"γHムリ'.J • l t仙ha“tb巾 gs a lan吋dm削a
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x x X 
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ルソーへの3'[UI(Jル敢行 1_-Cグーデ担ーら | 涜二l ' 従~.J' C!-u.Jiil[1的立1く);thdl、ふ訟味なり I x 
行L仇、1， 紛j主M者 となリ， ω服2泊8r，作1ドi川判刈公山刈Ij刷脚!則崎抑lは之!y ;V刊iki加ng.係 81山l片t紀j乃う悦主 1日11刊1卜、?制キ紀削己υl限吹州洲ド川附t可i潟句肘肘附ナr作?f| 「J欧故酬洲三人の珠言者刺白的b川狐1裁攻捻一恥者
1ω93却O制 伽削f刊lと7な正リj湖E持3止凶峨汲従剣A必、1哨自的包糊椛7力Jらゐ!以;工:i 屯2唯佼略し1:ii手紙 | 
animalist“山
存在するZ事HれJ白tの中lにこlば工一-、寸J'ιも位守じ らtれLi，なJ:，い、 | ←一-J此え1喰1世主よa抜幼弘奴弘b と なれlκr自鯨f京f í:らと制揃iへ る lは1一 に t打1 手 I ~た詮:論l布首 じ C呉1彩主が的]交?中}ι二了νでCわろ。筒ヰ恥't.なよ一文であ
程の動物的なLの力が山州.勺叩刈!I川附1:丘?示ぜ らtれLじvζυC)，“2
Politbureau. (31ωPolitburo)口γヤ芯で 1 \:~:t~~~.A:::': }UY it or not ~U~>ï'tふ と ぜ | て ー=
Politicheslω巴十 1337170(=political bu-! とiばu汎/.¥':jげ乎次乙必釣如1:的ごヴ) " ~" -- ~ "" I た槻枇記、 し C一:=3.)人"-、三様の特長た削1.e1:仕出}Hiす事iιこ成幼
r陀eal叫 E印[Jちロγ tヤ吋，寸j悦:存役貯削与沢仲:υ汁tサlドIク火と汐仇削Lげf行J委員合 Is叩pe町rmwhale. :j1，芥鯨 humpback H~玖 | して!μ。 χ x x 
の事 1 g!¥(. bottle~~se: /'ヲク ヂラ 1 I湯存四月最上の則的になっt:、出!反郊と共
thdtJF27;llJillL11?とのr:llこれ ia??hzd!セboreaffair. ズング札I~にこ談者締談氏の銭銭.々御側鎚!勝除と納御I峨た1.eliV荊紛0ぽ?ろ次
a 1註{eenand仰
人I防問H川1 阿ak王α叩nowle吋dgethat. . . . ve町rybad hreath. 1 出版部l:t一般|品与の刊行|二、救科書の準備
to turn out. il'. かげ ζ来る I (瓜が) 自由、の弘の丸 ~iji轟におi忠 の あ ろ 、 と ら 1 1 二 日ド火多十とた級めてIす ま す。益々 御愛.!llí1. 
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IN fÁ~ 
lÁSTl~N 
SむU~NÁLII川
INFAR 
JAPAN 
Glimpses and Sketches 
by Frank H. Hedges 
2.80 〒 12JCn 
It is one of the負rst・booksof this type to 
appear in rnore than twenty years， and 
one cannot but think of Lafcadio Hearn 
in the way in which Mr. Frank H. Hedges 
has written. 極東の動き
by D. G.羽T.W oodhead， c・B.E.
Editor of the China Year Book， Forrner Editor of the Peking Daily Mω'$. 
Peking Gazete， and Peking and Tientsin Times. Editorial Associate of the 
Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury， Editor of Oriental Affairs. 
With Illi則的問
支那研究無ニの夏書!! ! 
在支三十有除年極東随一の支那通として知られたる英人記
者クッF'ヘツ F'氏の鰭験録であって、駈り出しの支那通とは
其撰を異にし、 支那及極東問題に閥心を持つものが何人も
見逃す事の出来ない書物である。
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